
Master of Arts in Counseling
Professional Practice Form

Student Evaluation of Site Supervisor

Name of Supervisor: _________________________  Student: _____________________________
Check the letter that best represents your supervision experience at your clinical site. It is strongly encouraged that you
share this feedback with your supervisor when appropriate. Your evaluation will assist the faculty in improving
supervision and selecting appropriate sites for future clinical placements. Please use the space below the question for
commenting, particularly if you have strong feelings one way or the other.

A. Strongly Agree                            B. Agree                            C. Disagree                            D. Strongly Disagree

1. Supervisor treated me with respect and valued me as a person. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

2. Supervisor recognized that my counseling skills were a “work in progress” and A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __
facilitated their development.

3. Supervisor gave me useful feedback when I did something well. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

4. Supervisor gave me useful feedback when I struggled. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

5. Supervision was a helpful part of my clinical experience A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

6. Supervisor “set me up” for success by providing a listening ear and appropriate A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __
support.

7. Supervisor was on time and prepared for supervision. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

8. Supervisor helped me work on my specific goals. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

9. Supervisor was spontaneous and flexible in our supervisory sessions to meet A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __
my specific needs.

10. Supervision was a waste of time. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

11. Supervisor encouraged me to use a variety of new and/or different techniques A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __
with clients.

12. Supervisor encouraged me to develop my own personal counseling style. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

13. Supervisor focused on verbal and nonverbal behavior of my clients and me. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

14. Supervisor encouraged ethical behavior by appropriate modeling A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __
and encouraged me to engage in professional behavior.

15. Supervisor maintained confidentiality with information discussed in supervision. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

16. Supervisor was available for consultation when needed. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

17. Supervisor demonstrated cultural competency. . A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

18. Supervisor trained me in completion of and management of required paperwork. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

19. Overall, I felt supported during my clinical experience. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

20. Overall, I would recommend this site supervisor to other counselors-in-training. A. __  B. __  C. __   D. __

Student Signature: ______________________________________________     Date: ____________________
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